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The GT Sky Loft offers an incredible 
amount of space with little weight. 
The patented construction is inflated 
on the vehicle roof and allows luxury 
camping for 2 or space for the whole 
family. 



Both the sleeping area of the roof top tent and the tent construction 
are completely inflatable. Two air hoses carry the tent. An additional 
hose stabilizes the projecting entrance area. It offers two mounting 
options: 1. the vehicle length, 2. transverse to the vehicle (with a se-
cond telescopic ladder). The interior can be divided into two rooms. 
Breathable polycotton and large mosquito-proof vents ensure a com-
fortable indoor climate. If required, an outer cover can be mounted. An 
awning is optionally available.
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ALL ABOUT THE 
GT SKY LOFT
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The outer cover made of PES keeps the 
tent dry in the rain and stores heat in cool 
weather.

Living with style: For longitudinal instal-
lation, an awning can be mounted on the 
vehicle side.

The awning can be used for transverse 
and longitudinal installation up to a 
height of 2.10 m.

All side panels can be rolled up 
individually ...

... or secured with telescopic poles. This creates a generous shadow space 
under the GT Sky Loft. 

The GT Sky Loft can easily be lifted by two 
people on the car roof.

The storm-stable design really comes to 
life in the evening when the lights come 
on.

Thanks to only 15 cm construction height 
there is hardly any wind resistance and 
wind noise.

Great views are provided by the window 
openings in the Sky Room.

Depending on the pump, the tent can be 
fully assembled in 7-15 minutes.

If you want, you can set off to other sho-
res as the GT Sky Loft can also swim!

Up to 6 persons • 49 kg • 3.40 m x 2 m lying area • Two rooms • 
longitudinal or horizontal mounting • optional awning

FACT BOX
Persons

15min

Set-up-time

49 kg

Weight

>55kg

Roof load UV-resistant

€ 3.390

€ 345
Awning

GT Sky Loft

Details Colors: Olive/Grey Weight: 49 kg
Blue/Grey Volume: 10 m3

Material Tent: Polycotton Outer tube: Double Ripstop PES
Outer cover: PES Lying surface: Drop-Stitch
Inner tube: TPU Mosquito net: PES

Dimensions  (L x W x H) Inner dimension: 340 x 200 x 140 cm External dimension: 430 x 215 x 150 cm
Package size: 165 x 145 x 15 cm

Scope of delivery GT Sky Loft (incl. outer cover, room divider, Sky Room´s roof curtain), mounting kit, 
telescopic ladder, GT 12V-pump big, tent nails, guy lines, repair kit

Optional equipment Awning, additional telescopic ladder, telescopic poles, GT Air Mattress
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„It‘s so cool to chill out in the Sky Room in the 
evening and watch the sun set as the Sky Loft is like a 

home on the car roof.      
(Rainer K.)

GT SKY LOFT: THE 
LARGEST ROOF TOP 
TENT IN THE WORLD
Unique glamping experience with an unobstructed view of the stars

One thing is certain: traveling with the GT Sky Loft attracts curious eyes. No 
wonder, because you must get used to these roof tent dimensions. With nearly 
10,000 liters of space, the GT Sky Loft has no competition worldwide. Unique 
is the interior, which can be divided into two rooms and individually furnished. 
This is no longer just about sleeping on the roof. The GT Sky Loft is a Glamping 
oasis: it can give space to a living room, bedroom or chill out zone. It can also 
give space to a nursery or playroom.
 
The glamping space on the roof can be extended with the very flexible and 
high-quality awning. If you care about weight, pack size, comfort and price, 
you should take a closer look at this innovation.

„We are finally able to realize our dream of a road trip through 
Sweden, there are five of us and for the first time a roof tent offers us 

enough space to easily accommodate both parents and children.        
(Karin W.)

„We were looking for the ideal roof tent for us for a long 
time. Finally, the GT Sky Loft convinced us given the low price 

compared to other quality roof tents.        
(Kate S.)


